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About This Game

Heart of the Woods is a fantasy yuri visual novel about paranormal investigation, ancient mysteries, and a love between two girls
that transcends life and death.

Maddie Raines has had enough. After years of serving as manager, editor, and general business-handler for her best friend
Tara's popular paranormal vlog channel, she's finally ready to move forward with her own life. But when she agrees to take one

last trip with Tara to the mysterious village of Eysenfeld, she's suddenly swept up in a dangerous supernatural crisis that will
change the course of both of their lives forever. A strange young woman named Morgan has promised them undeniable proof of

real paranormal phenomena, and what she has to offer eclipses anything they’d ever seen before.

However, out of all the strange occurrences the three of them bear witness to, one in particular captivates Maddie in a way she’s
never been before: the ghost of a young woman. This woman is Abigail, the victim of a centuries-old injustice now bound

eternally to the forest surrounding Eysenfeld. Drawn to Maddie in a way she can’t explain, Abigail reveals herself to another
person for the first time in more than 200 years.
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While Tara and Morgan investigate the mysteries surrounding the village itself, Maddie begins to form a bond with Abigail that
grows to be more intense than any bond she’s felt before. As she learns the truth about Abigail’s death and imprisonment, she
realizes that it falls to her and her friends to break the curse that has ruled over Eysenfeld for centuries. But more importantly

than that, it falls to her to finally free the woman she loves.

A part-time manager, part time video editor, and full-time babysitter, Maddie has the thankless job of handling the absolute
whirlwind that is her best friend.

She’s professional, meticulous and intellectual; the first person to turn to when a problem needs solving. But when their
investigation entangles her in an ancient curse, she's forced to confront phenomena beyond her comprehension, and more

importantly, her own self doubt.
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For the last two centuries, the ghost of a young woman has haunted the forests of Eysenfeld. That ghost is Abigail, a kind and
playful soul forcibly bound to the forest as part of an ancient curse.

Two hundred years of wishing for a life cruelly denied to her have led to a feeling of crushing loneliness and one overwhelming
desire: to finally have someone to talk to.

One of the world’s most popular paranormal vloggers (according to her), Tara is unfailingly charismatic and bursting with
limitless energy. She’s brash, intrepid, and always seeking something new. That often makes her a magnet for trouble: whether
it’s from relentless flirting, minor criminal activities or just plain pig-headedness, things around Tara have a tendency to end in

chaos.
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A loyal Taranormal viewer and the daughter of Eysenfeld’s mayor, Morgan is...different. When not running her small and
mostly empty antique shop, she’s known to disappear into the woods for days at a time. That, combined with her resistance to

traditional social standards, has caused her to develop a bit of a notorious reputation in the village.

However, this resistance is not just an act of rebellion: Morgan knows that there’s something sinister deep within Eysenfeld, and
she’s not going to stop until she tears it out at the roots.

-Incredible character and CG art from Rosuuri
-Fully original backgrounds and soundtrack

-Approximately 130,000 words with multiple endings
-Ending theme from In Love With A Ghost

-Multiple accessibility options
-Steam trading cards

-Extra features including a music room, CG viewer, and guest art gallery
-At least one really, really gay ghost
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Title: Heart of the Woods
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Studio Élan
Publisher:
Sekai Project
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Can't bind keys. Can't bind keys. Can't bind keys. Can't bind keys. Did I mention - Can't bind keys?
Glitches everywhere... game engine is not well optimised , characters are not rendered with proper animation. Graphic bugs ,
sound bugs ... too much terrible things to list. Keys are hard-coded and can't be changed. -One of the worst indy on steam.

..."You need to have used this product for at least 5 minutes before posting a review for it (4 minutes on record)."

Almost had to vomit playing this game for 5 minutes just so I could wite this review.. fantastic game, many players online and
helpful people. guild concept is just awsome! :D. Good graphics and puzzles. The game is impressive for a very small team..
This game could be good if the devs atleast fix the bugs and the game itself. There are no puzzles in this game what so ever. The
idea of the game is good just the game itself is terrible!

Pros:
shoot a lot of weapon
Steam Trading Cards

Cons:
Controls are bad
No clear tutorial
dying because light etc
map keep scrolling by itself I don't find it possible to clear anymore. I really like the R6 Siege settings you implemented, but if
you would please add an extra option for aimdown sights sensitivity scale, it would make the training more intouch and equal to
the full mouse scale that R6 Siege offers, Please and thank you.

*UPDATE - Thank You DEV for listening to the community and giving us the update for R6 Siege ADS Settings scale.
\ud83d\udcac. (O__O)... \u2763\ufe0f
~I Highly recommend FPS Training, The DEV listens & respects the paying customer.

**\u2022.\u00b8\u2665\u00b8.\u2022*\u00b4\ud83d\udc96Now we have the complete Mouse Scale Settings for R6 Siege!
Yay\ud83d\udc96\u00b4 *\u2022.\u00b8\u2665\u00b8.\u2022**
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THE CAPTIVATING STORYLINE IS CLEVER AS IS CUNNING...A BIG THUMBS UP!. I love this game. It is my
childhood nostalgia.
The gamepad works well now, HOWEVER,

I have no sound???
Some people complain about the music not being correct for the different race tracks. But I have NO SOUND at all.
I want my childhgood memories back 100%.
I am happy to be able to play this game again, but it isnt the same without the sound effects.
PLEASE HELP!
thank you.. A nice classic styled adventure game. A few unintuitive things were needed to progress though, had to resort to
walkthroughs.. At this stage there is nothing to recommend about Oval. Graphics are poor, questions too challenging. Overall
disappointing game.. Very god, but the counter of scenarios stops at 1 and not at 6. Very enjoyable strategy game.

First, the Flaws, since I enjoy the game and I am recommending it, I want people to know what's wrong with it first.
The English Translation is pretty bad. You can make sense of the sentences and all that, but there are a lot of spelling errors and
grammatical mistakes. This should really only bother you if you are snooty, like me.

Clicking on things is a nightmare if two things are close to each other. Specifically soldiers next to a building. If you click on the
building, it will almost always click on the soldiers instead. Move them then click on the building, or forever be irritated by this.
It's quite irritating.

The heroes say something EVERY TIME THEY MOVE. This is not uncommon for games like this, but it's very annoying.
Especially that they get the Warcraft 3 irritated dialogue every so often and some of those are quite irritating.

POSITIVES:
First and foremost. The game is entirely controlled with the mouse. So disabled gamers shouldn't have too many problems here.
On screen keyboards work fine, but you won't need them because it's all done with the mouse anyway. But I had to test. The
game is also run in borderless windowed, but can run in windowed too.

The levels can get pretty challenging, especially on higher difficulties. On casual, it's easy, no problems. But on normal you will
run into the occasional level where it gets pretty hard.

If you are finding it too hard, you can go back to a previous level and grind for a bit, you can purchase upgrades with a currency
you make. You can upgrade your troops and buildings. You can also make your hero significantly better, with albeit bewildering
stat points. I still don't know if each point improves the hero or if it's only every 5 points into a certain ability that makes them
better. You'll see when you play.

There are no Microtransactions. This is a big deal to know about a game that used to be on mobile. But the PC one, just like
Kingdom Rush (Another game by the same Developer) has no Microtransactions, all heroes are unlocked by progressing
through the game and the in game currency can not be bought with real currency. Hooray!

There are many varied heroes with very unique abilities. I recommend the one that looks like a World of Warcraft Troll.

There are a lot of references to other media within the game, and as part of the heroes themselves. Some cut a bit close and
you'll wonder how they got away with it. Hah, well, we'll see. Look for a worm on the third level, give him a click.

There are lot's of bonus missions to do but the story path is ultimately linear. Linear isn't always a bad thing mind you.

There are delightful little comics at the starts and ends of each planet!

Well, I could tell you everything about the game, I think I pretty much have. Probably best you give it a go for yourself instead
of reading my review. It's not very expensive, I deem it worth well for it's money. It's a little short in time to take to complete
the game, but there are lot's of bonus missions in there to do.. where the bloody hell is Enchantress i know she's out now so why
am i still waiting. 1.2 hours in: I had my hopes up, and so far this is more fun than expected! The phase mechanic is very
much like a favorite Dishonored "blink" ability, and a welcome feature to this genre.
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I had thought I'd prefer an open-world, but the quick-jump-to mission format makes this game great to play for just a
few minutes, or much longer, with bonus objectives in the levels that usually take a few minutes or less.

The story seems solid, with an evolution and "unlocking" of characters (or at least one, so far), and a sense of deep
character development. There's this tension and hint of bonding between brothers that feels fresh.

It seems like there's a lot that's worth "grinding" for. However, the earning of currency isn't much of a grind; more
the result of repeating levels a few times to accopmlish multiple bonus objectives (many of which can't be done in one
playthrough of the level, simultaneously). Viktor quickly accumulates thousands of money-units (gems?) to spend on
unlocking new gear and other-gems (which act as stat buffs that equip onto armor).

New weapons and armor are crafted via found blueprints, hidden objects or (seemingly) random enemy drops in levels,
with a simple currency + craft item formula.

Overall, this game is easily worth the price I paid (40% off coupon for owning the first Viktor, which stacks on the
launch-10%-off ... a little over $5). If I happen to play for a few more hours, I'd admit it's worth full price (which may
be hard to do, due to my play-list, moreso than if this game is "fun enough" to be worth it, on its own).

Great game!
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